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ABSTRACT
Over the past six decad.__
s, many changes have taken place in Nigeria's banking sector. In fact, many
stakeholders believe that our banks lack the capacity and durability to compete in the international
banking space, and that the system is increasingly vel}' marginal relative to the potential of the economy.
Many banks have shown signs of perennialzmder--capitali::ation, are perennially under-controlled, undersupervised, and under-regulated. Some of the banks were unable to withstand mildfinancial shock" (IS
shown in the frequent technical insolvencies pervading their existence and operations. 171ispaper takes
incisive excursions into the issues that have necessitated periodic reforms of the banking sector, 'i.:,
critical assessments of the reform strategies and results.
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INTRODUCTION.

Banking institutions occupy a central position in the financial system of any economy. Banks, as
we know. act as intermediaries for the efficient transfer of resources from surplus to deficit units,
through the normal processes of intermediation. One recalls that formal commercial banking
activities began in Nigeria iJ:1 189). when the South Africa based African Banking Corporation
(ABC) opened a branch in Lagos. TIle opening of (1 branch of Barclays Dank DCO (1-[(y\'; Urjz;.t1
Bank of Nigeria) in Lagos in J 917 was a significant event. The two expatriate commercial banks
monopoiizeo banking business in Nigeria until 1927 when the first indigenous bank Industrial
and Commercial Bank Limited was established (CBN - F and E Review 1968).
The period from 1892 - 1951 has become known as the era of 'free-banking' in Nigeria, because
of the complete absence of laws go'. erning the establishment and management 0:( banks.
According to Nwankwo, 1972, the establishment of banks in those days was not a function of the
capacity of the economy to effectively absorb the sharp growth in financial assets [Jut was more
related to the political expediency and strategic idiosyncrasies that pervaded the period. In the
case of the establishment of indigenous bunks, it was substantially motivated by nationalistic
impulses often at variance with the economic realities. As a result,most of the indigenous banks
collapsed in rapid succession owing to incidents of capital inadequacy, fraudulent banking
practices, and bad management (Okigbo, 1981). One also recalls that the involvement of
government in the ownership of foreign banks brought some unethical conduct into' the' sector,
\'v'ith the Federal Government's acquisition of 40% equity shares in the major foreign banks, the
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sector moved from being foreign-dominated, to a banking industry
government, who frequently appointed non-professionals as directors.

largely colonized

by

The distress phenomenon in the Nigerian Banking Industry dates back to the early 1930s, when a
number of failures and bankruptcies were recorded. The table below highlights the situation in
the Banking Sector from 1892 to 1966.
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ISOURCE:
Commercial Banking in Nigeria, Edited by Oyejide and Soyade, University of
Ibadan Press. pp.64/6S.]
Important to any interpretation of commercial banks' activities in the period frcrn 195) - 1901!, ~'::
the fact that the Central Bank of Nigeria was in fact established at the bes:nni:::f; of ~1:c:-.':...i.')(1.
Apart from this leading to a strengthening of banking business ill Nigeria; the eEN lias, within
(lis relatively short period succeeded in localizing a substantial part of the activities of banks.
While the role of banking in the economy appears to be declining in some industrial countries,
banks continue to dominate the financial systems of most developing and transition economies.
A sound banking system is important because of the role it plays in the economy notably in the
areas 1)[ intermediation, maturity, transformation; faciiitating payment 110ViS; credit allocation,
and maintaining
financial discipline among borrowers. Banks provide important positive
externalities as gatherers of savings, allocators of resources and providers of liquidity (L.1d
payment services. E'VC!l in economies with highly developed financialmarkec., b:IL:'_::; rcm,;;~ '_'_:
the centre of economic and financial activity, and stand apart from ether ;n~'tih_,Lions':3 Ti/!/t~'il_:~;-'
0' f payment "el'\II'CCS"''' well as the fulcrum riJ" monetarv D01;rv'- 1111'1::","'" CO""':";;'-',,'-, -rL:'c~
1:providers
vulnerabilitv of' banks leads
to PUbl11'C001'\JiC" concerns l'''"r·Vtl~e
[\1"
U ...
1
.t tn" "':'O""j:'I'" "-';"'~""'?r:::·;;',~
('"SSOC'l'atc~C!with bank failures
14
• These
"'""
.,nee b, ati
.. \--e externalities
"t._.fl.
'-''' IJ' {'("I[ 'Vi'P1' '("';1,\1:-,~";;1'1;"'--"~cr,.:~;,--q'{T <.--.
harm other institutions and economic agents. Banks, particularly Deposit Ivlc·r::::y 5a:l:.s (I'll'll
are therefore derivative institutions in that their health reflects the health (.f ';~;'~'i;
::us~CCt-,?1'::,
which in turn reflects the health of the economy 2S a whole.
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Sector Reforms in Nigeria

Prior to Nigeria's political independence in 1960, not less than 33 different commercial banks
were registered in Nigeria. By 1959 however, only 8 banks; four '(4) expatriates and four (4)
indigenous, with a' total of 160 blanches were operating. Those that failed d urint1lhe 'periOd were
,r
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largely those with problems of inadequate capital, fraudulent practices and bad management. The
rate of bank failure before 1959 led to the enactment of the Banking Ordinance in 1951, which
was the first effort directed at regulating banking business in Nigeria (Terriba, 1969). Thus with
the establishment of the CBN in 1959, the Nigerian Financial System experienced some
remarkable growth, in terms of the number of institutions and the array of services offered. The
banking culture had started to permeate and crystallize (Ebhodaghe, 1996).
One can say that interest in banking matters surged in the 1980s and beyond when many banks in
the developed and developing world experienced considerable difficulties. During these periods,
the number of bank failures increased sharply and banks in general experienced increasing
problem loans and dwindling capital. Numerous studies have proposed explanations for the
deterioration of hank asset quality (Bernanke and Blinder 1992; Caprio and Klingebiel, 2003;
Brown, 1962). Three theoretical explanations have been advanced for the increased riskiness of
banks:
'" Increased incentives for risk taking by shareholders,
'"

Desperate attempts of bank managers to increase profit by assuming additional risks,

,;, Increased unexpected economic shocks in many regions of the 'world,
economic :nterrelationships.

given inbuilt

'"

Alashi (2002) maintains that banking crises become severe whee a bank shows most or
6.11ofthe following conditions:

'"

Gruss c';~'"telcapitalization in relation to the level and character of business.

*

A high level of non-performing loans.

'"

Illiquidity as reflected in banks' inability to meet maturing obligations.

0.'

Low earnings resulting from huge operational losses.

"

Weak management as reflected by poor asset quality, prevalence of insider abuse,
inadequate internal controls, fraud including unethical and unprofessional conduct.

We should also note that banks are often susceptible to the risk of contagion, owing to their
financial interrelations through lending and borrowing from each other and holding deposit
balances with each other.
2.0

TRANSMISSION
BEHAVIOURS.

MECHANISM

AND

A

SllV1PLE

MODEL

OF

BANK

•

The importance of banks for the transmission of monetary policy has been a major topic
in monetary economics and several factors have served to heighten that interest.

•

The deregulation of the economy that followed the introduction of the Structural
Adjustment Programme in 1986 had far-reaching consequences on the soundness of the
banking system.
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•

The importance of banks in recent international economic cnses, such as the Asian
financial crises of the 1990s.

•

The recent structural change in banking which may significantly alter the role of banks in
the transmission of monetary policy since 2005. As the banking industry and financial
markets in general continue to evolve, it is not yet clear how useful historical data will be
in understanding future banking sector fluctuations.

A bank is assumed to have three assets; Loans (L), Securities (S), and Reserves
( R ), and
three categories if liabilities; Bank Capital (K), Transaction Deposits (DD), and Non- Transaction
Deposits (CD). The balance sheet constraint requires that total assets must equal total liabilities
thus:
=
R+S+L
K+DD+CD
o
On the liability side of the balance sheet, bank capital is assumed to be fixed in the short-run.
Transactions deposits are assumed to be inversely related to the CBN funds rate (rCBN).A general
rise in market rates increases the opportunity cost of holding such deposits, causing DaTJk
customers to reduce their holding of transaction deposits and shift into alternative assets p:J.y; !ii.~
market-related interest rates. The quality of imperfectly competitive transactions deposits can b~
treated as determined by profit-maximizing interest rate setting, unrelated to the bmjk:~ overall
need for funding: Thus,
[J
DD
=
ao - ajl'CBN
Non-transaction accounts, on the other hand, serve as the marginal source of funds to the bank,
We aSStl111ethat a bank can expand total deposits by offering interest rate GG :]ort-tn;:ls:::cti{Sl1
deposits (rD) greater than the mean rate in its market (rD)' Offering a deposit 1·?.t~'7-r<::'ster
th~n ~i)(:
mean de,').osit rate will draw funds not only~ from other hanks inside the ban;jng,~r;:Q;OE, but also
from financial instruments that arc close substitutes such 3S Money 1\12r];:.;;tFunds Q;1d Tre::;.sL,t~'
Securities.
CD
fo + f1 ( TO _ ru)
On the asset side of the balance slleet, hz,11i::s must hold reserves C(;t(GJ to the~~"l\~~~(;i'/e:s
requirement ratio (a) times their transaction deposits (DD). ,\Veassume that banks hotd no eXce;;';
reserves. Thus.
R
aDD
u
Securities are assumed to be a fixed proportion of transactions deposits (h). This is done to
capture a buffer shock model securities, whereby banks maintain securities for liquidity inihe
event of large withdrawals of transactions deposits.
.
S
ho + hlDD - R
'0
The foregoing provides the rudimentary basis for appreciaiing bank/customer
relationships as they relate to risk and returns.
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Banking Deregulation of the 1980s: Reform Implications .
Consequent upon the deregulation of the Nigerian Banking Sector in 1986, through the
instrumentality of the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) initiated by the
Babangida Administration, the sector witnessed remarkable growth, both in the numher
of Deposit Money Banks (DMBs) and other types of financial institutions. This growth
was however short-lived as many of the DMBs faced many challenges including
increased competition and harsh economic conditions. Against this background, the
incidence of financial sector distress, induced by the under-capitalization, deteriorating
asset quality, poor management, liquidity crises, and a high degree of non-performing
loans, characterized the banking sector of Nigeria during this period (Ebhodaghe, 1996).
In line with the statutory mandate of the CBN, under its relevant Acts, as
amended, it is empowered to regulate Nigeria's financial sector in order to ensure
monetary stability and a sound financial system. One recalls that, prior to this
liberalization of 1986, the regulatory framework was based 011 direct control of banks'
balance sheets by the CBN. However, the recurrence of financial distress and banl:
failures, between 1989 and 1998, was of greater intensity, both in scope and penetration,
A study on distressed banks in Nigeria, undertaken by the CBN in 2004, revealed tha:
empirical evidence suggests that distress in the system 'vas a function of a number of
factors, such as economic downturns, illiquidity in banks, poor corporate governance,
high loan losses, inept management, and prevalence of inside abuse (CBN Report, 2004)
The major reform measures implemented included deregulation of interest rates
and exchange rates, removal of sectoral credit allocation and free entry into banking
business. Other measures implemented were the establishment of the NDIC in 1988,
which stressed the strengthening of the regulatory and supervisory institutions notably
the improved review of capital adequacy standards, capital market deregulation and
introduction of indirect monetary policy instruments (Kama, 20C6).
Of consequence is the government promulgation of the CBN Act (No. 2'~),'and'th(;
Bank and other 'financial Institutions (BoFs) Act (No, 25) which spelt out comprehensive
.
.
guidelines for bank regulation, supervision and liquidation. To achieve reasonable
increase in financial savings during the reform period, the Community banks and the
Peoples' banks were also established, Following further efforts at liberalization of th~
financial sector, the Universal BRaking Scheme was introduced in 2001 with the sole
intention to create a more level playing field for financial sector efficiency ,J.\gc:inin line
with international best practices, the CBN adopted the core principles of the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision, including the prudential guidelines for licensed
banks to promote banking soundness and financial sector stability,
The 2004 CBN bank reforms stressed the importance of adequate capital base,
hence the minimum capitalization for DBMs was raised from N2 Billion to N25 Billion,
with full compliance expected before December 31, 2005. The reform also had an in built
proviso which stressed that only banks that met this minimum capital requirement could
hold puhlic sector deposits and participate in the Dutch Auction System (D/~S) by'I1:;;'
end of 2005. The CBN reform was designed to ensure a di versified, strong ;:;111 -:(Er,1)!::
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banking system, which is expected to ensure the safety of customers' deposits, and play
active developmental roles in the economy. It is also aimed at helping banks in Nigeria
become strong players in the global market place.
When large commercial banks were in trouble, resolution was usually through
merges and a mix of government capital injection and increased government controls, as
was recently done in the case of the eight (8) troubled banks Nigeria in 2009. In a recent
study of the bank crises in South East Asia, Lindgren et al (1999) found that the
assessment of temporary market guarantee to all depositors and other creditors succeeded
in stopping runs on banks by domestic depositors. Luna-Martinez (2000) found no cases
of depositor bank runs during the Korean and Mexican bank crises, once blank
guarantees were provided to depositors and other creditors, as well as short-term liquidity
by the central banks. One notes that the recent actions taken by the CBN ill 2009 with
respect to the eight (8) troubled DBMs in Nigeria have helped 10 stabilize and prevent a
potentially dangerous 'run' in the banking sector.
In trying to push through the banking reforms in 2001, CBN Gcvemor, Prof.
Soludo, advanced that "t~e Bankin= S1's-tem in Nisreria
is fragile
ard marginal OfF
0.
c:
vision is a banking system that is strong, competitive and reliable. It is a banking system
that depositors can trust and investors CGn rely upon" ((Kam2, 200n). His reasons [(,'1'
advancing this far-reaching reform included but was not restricted to the following:
~

<._)

..-

Persistent Illiquidity.

Poor asset quality,
Insider abuse
Weak capital p1atf01"111
for profitable operations.
Weak performance index.
Over dependency on public sector funds
Weak and inertly volatile resource bases.

•

As a direct consecuence of the 1'"~')l'n~" ') ~ jY,,1i.,: -,, (:1"',','o;--J
"'-r:;:"
..frorn
"
previously existed. The successful banks aC'2YElt l~Ji' 9.3.js"J cf H:.I'; CL:P,l::.it L:,,~\iE;.L:.:: :'lj
the banking system and raising about N t: 06.4 Billion in new capital funds fOT the tanks.
The benefits to the banking sector, resulting directly from the reforms, include:
Lower interest rates experienced in the system .

•

Increased lending by about 40% .

.L

I

"
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Greater potential to finance high transactions.
~

Increased access to credit lined from foreign banks.
Reduced corporate governance abuse ,
Wider regulatory oversight with virtually ,all the banks nowpublicly qU0~~.~j\. ," . ,_:y:.
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•

Increased depositor confidence

•

Economics of scale and consequential benefit in reduced bank charges to customers.
The CBN has also launched what is referred to as the second revolution in the
bank reform process in Nigeria. This is the National Micro-Finance Policy Regulatory
Framework of Nigeria. The process started with the registration of the 800 MicroFinance Banks (MFBs). The prospect of having a robust micro-finance industry is bright
as the CBN has re engineered its internal processes and machinery to respond to the
supervisory challenges to drive the sub-sector. It is the general view that the MFBs can
play a vital role in properly situating the sector for greater efficiency, particularly its
ability to encourage grass-root savings or rather, grass-root funds mobilization.
Another major achievement of the Micro-Finance programme is the establishment
of entrepreneurial development centres in the six geopolitical zones of the country. A
sound banking system requires an appropriate infrastructure to support the efficient
conduct of banking business and a stable macroeconomic environment, which is
conducive to efficient savings and investment decisions.

3.10

Objectives of Banking Reforms
Most of the banking sector reforms, from inception, were always aimed at
addressing peculiar problems in the sector. From the Banking Ordinance of 1951 to the
recapitalization reform of2005, the reforms were designed to ensure a diversified, strong
and reliable banking sector, which will ensure the safety of depositors' money, play
active developmental roles in the Nigerian economy, and be competitive players in the
global banking space. The reforms 'were also directed towards preventing the high
incidence of bank distress, untoward practices in the banking system, and ultimately
cultivate a robust banking culture that can encourage the growth of savings and the
growth of credit, while also reducing the spate of non-performing loans resulting from
the process as of intermediation.
The reforms also addressed the cost of doing business which often tended to
discourage lending and savings, thereby limiting the financing options available to a
prospective entrepreneur. Other areas touched by the reforms include the promotion of
the enforcement of dormant laws, ecpecially those relatir g to the issuance of bad cheques
and fictitious liabilities of board members of banks in cases of bank failures. In fact, there
is a law which makes the directors and management liable. Moreover, the CBN has
adopted a zero tolerance in the regulatory framework, especially in the areas of
data/information reporting. The so called financial 're-engineering' or manipulation of
accounts, especially in hiding of information under 'other assets/liabilities' and 'offbalance sheet items', now attract serious sanctions.

,.......
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Table II:

Results of the Recapitalization
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Concluding
~

Observations.

The banking sector in Nigeria has witnessed performance oscillations over the past 6 decades,
Banks often react quickly to changes in national economic fortunes. Most banking sector reforms
have tended to erupt during periods of economic recessions or during periods of banking distress.
According to Bernanke 1992, the ability of the banking industry to play its rotc has beeu
periodically punctuated by its vulnerability to systemic distress and macroeconomic volatility,
making policy fine-tuning inevitable. Going through the body of this paper, 0;1':: can ShO'N that
Nigeria's banking industry has evolved into 4 stages, The first stage can be described as t1::.1::
unguided laissez-faire phase (1930 - 1959), during which several poorly capitalized and undersupervised indigenous banks failed r.i their infancy. The second stage was the control regime.
(1960 - 1985) during which the CBN ensured that only 'fit and proper' persons were granted
banking licences, subject to the prescribed minimum paid-up-capital. The third stage was 3:(\'!:
SAP (19g6 - 20(4) during which the Neo-liberal philosophy or 'free entry' and bG.r.j·:iD? E:;,:::;~:;
were dispensed by authorities on a less than objective basis. The emerging fCH":h ~~i~agr~
I:; ~::\ :-'::
of consolidation (2004 ) with rr.ajor emphasis O!1 recapitalization ~:l,j pj":)aciiv~ :r.',;~,.:!':,~::-~:.
based on risk-based or risk-focused supervision framework.
It is clear that the liocralization of the .banking industry in "be 19 [\Os S,1\\! tL:;; ern«: ,.'::::;1 .e o,;_'~Il.(::;':"
new banks. The number of operating banks almost doubled 'Ni:h;n t11rc~ y,',,;2:;, c"','n1 ,',:_;;~1 1%'':
to 76 in 1989, and tripled in the fifth year to 11'/ in 1991. I; is instructive to no:e that illC':~Hi}i_'cl
the official re-imposition of embargo in 1991 to halt this banking sector g1'Ov,lh (C8N 2C(6).
The banking environment that emerged from the refcrms of the sector, was grossly inefficient,
riskier, illiquid and less profitable for the existing banks. The incidence of fraud and nouperforming loans also increased as revealed by an >JDIC study.
, ~:~':' t"'"

The reforms in the banking sector have addressed problems of llnd"cr~cabi~Cl::./(r:L;Il
';;\;:,~~
:.~. /~:
prevalence of' "1"'Sl' '1\.,,··cID1.1"PS" TJ"p
2'Y1Jew
',i·"".",,· '·"."~"'\,:,;i.'-+",'''
.J,."" reform:
__ ' _
~r ,..._ to be succeedinz
"
....
0 'bitt
.
r,
Moral hazard' (1:1d the declaration of "Paper Profits" need to be tackled "Ville 2.:-;,;::tt~;'r:';::;JI~;.2(:~j-e::~.
The banks in operation at the present time must enthrone creative policies that C2~!~ mitigate t~r:
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